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R

apeseed press-cake (RPC) is as a by-product of oil production, rich in proteins and fibre. Its high nutritional value opens the
possibility to use RPC in human diet. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of cold pressed RPC and extracted
isolates enriched for fibre, polyphenols and protein, respectively, on the formation of acrylamide and 5-hydroxymethylfufural
(HMF) in a cookie model system. Both Maillard reaction products (MRPs) were influenced by the ingredient: the addition of
RPC as well as the protein isolate led to a significant dose-dependent increase of HMF formation in the cookie model, while
acrylamide concentration was reduced up to… in presence of the fibre isolate. Three reaction mechanisms were hypothesized
to be able to govern the different behaviours of acrylamide and HMF: the post-oxidative reaction of the phenolic ring with
amino acids, the dicarbonyls trapping and the Michael addition of free amino acids to acrylamide. The strategy here described
paved the way for the use of RPC as a tool to mitigate MRPs formation.
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